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State-to-state studies of ground state NH „X 3SÀ,vÄ0,J ,N…¿Ne
Jan Leo Rinnenthala) and Karl-Heinz Gericke
Institut für Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie, Technische Universita¨t Braunschweig,
Hans-Sommer-Strasse 10, D-38106 Braunschweig, Germany

~Received 6 June 2000; accepted 24 July 2000!

State-to-state rotational energy transfer of ground state NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) in collisions with Ne
is examined. NH is exclusively generated in the metastable NH(a 1D) state via photodissociation of
hydrazoic acid at a wavelength of 266 nm. The strongly forbidden NH(a 1D→X 3S2)
intercombination transition around 794 nm is used to generate single state NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N)
applying the stimulated emission pumping technique. The ground state radicals are detected after a
certain delay time with laser induced fluorescence~LIF! using the intense NH(A 3P←X 3S2)
transition around 336 nm with respect to all quantum states. The collision induced energy flux
between the different rotation and spin levels is studied in detail and a comprehensive set of
state-to-state rate constants for inelastic collisions of NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) with Ne up toN57
which include the effect of multiple collisions is given. The state-to-state rate constants are obtained
by the use of an iterative integrated profiles method. We find a propensity for (DN50, D i
561) and (DN561, D i 50) transitions whereN represents the quantum state for nuclear rotation
and i represents the index of the spin componentFi . In most cases the energy transfer which
changes the spin component and conserves the nuclear rotation quantum numberN (DN50, D i
561), is the most effective energy transfer in collisions with Ne. The energy dependence of the
transition efficiency concerning only the nuclear rotation quantum numberN obeys an energy-gap
law ~EGL!. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!01139-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The detailed knowledge of phenomena which oc
when molecules or atoms collide with each other is essen
for the qualitative and quantitative understanding of reac
and nonreactive processes occurring in nature. For exam
in order to optimize combustion processes aiming at
minimization of the emission of pollutants it is necessary
know how the intermediates produced during a combus
process behave with respect to their quantum state pop
tions which can differ from a thermal Boltzmann distrib
tion. The most important processes in this respect are c
sion induced rotational energy transfer and vibration ene
transfer. If a molecule collides~inelastic! with another mol-
ecule or an atom, then energy can be exchanged betwee
different degrees of freedom. A complete study of these
ergy transfer processes yields state-to-state rate constan
these collision induced transitions. The knowledge of th
highly resolved rate constants allows to calculate the po
lation distribution as a function of time for systems whi
are displaced from equilibrium. In interstellar space there
phenomena, for example, the existence of the OH ma
radiation,1,2 for which a detailed understanding of collisio
induced energy transfer processes is fruitful.3 Also the NH
radical can be found in interstellar space4,5 and as an inter-
mediate in combustion processes.6,7 Theorists are intereste
in the results of collision experiments because the rate c

a!Electronic mail: j.rinnenthal@tu-bs.de
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stants contain information about the shapes of the co
sponding potential energy surfaces and their ongoing dyn
ics.

The progress of laser technology in the last decades
made it possible to develop efficient preparation and de
tion techniques which allow to perform state-to-state pu
and probe experiments. Enormous experimental as we
theoretical work~calculations of potential energy surface
with ab initio methods and calculations of the dynamics
potential energy surfaces! has been done so far. The im
provement ofab initio methods and the increasing perfo
mance of modern computers make it possible nowadays
rate constants can be computed with good agreement
experimental determined values.

Already in the early 20th century the first qualitativ
studies of rotational energy transfer were performed.8 Espe-
cially for collision induced rotational energy transfer nume
ous experiments were performed and a lot of experime
data is now available.9–73 Most of the early experiments in
the 70s were performed within an excited electronic st
using the laser induced fluorescence~LIF! technique without
time resolution.13–27 The rate constants were usually calc
lated assuming that on the average only one collision occ
during the lifetime of the excited electronic state~single col-
lision limit!. Later, complete time resolution could b
achieved by using the pump and probe technique for
study of rotational energy transfer in especially vibrationa
excited levels within the electronic ground state, but also
excited electronic states.49–58 First of all, molecules in the
1S, 1P, 2S, and 2P electronic states were examined. F
molecules inP states one was interested in particular in t
0 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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6211J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 15, 15 October 2000 Ground state1Ne
collision induced preference of the population of one of
two closely spacedL-sublevels.1–3,60–73However, studies on
molecules in3S states where the coupling of the spin and t
nuclear rotation is more complicated are still rare.74–76,80

Although our knowledge about the dynamics of collisi
induced rotational energy transfer in molecules has con
erably grown, there is an essential lack of information
temperatures around several hundred Kelvin where a b
range of rotational states is populated but in terms of vib
tion most molecules are in the ground state. Although sm
radicals, like NH, populate the electronic and vibration
ground state for typical chemical temperatures up to ab
1000 K there is no information available about state-to-s
energy transfer from higherJ states thanJ50,1 within the
v50 manifold in the electronic ground state. The reason
this serious lack of information concerning state-to-state
ergy transfer is the problem of populating a singleJ state
exclusively. Until now, state-to-state measurements of co
sion induced rotational energy transfer in the electronic
vibrational ground state have only been performed for
lowest rotational states (J50,1). In these experiments th
rotational temperature is decreased in a molecular beam
instance, Dagdigianet al. performed such an experiment fo
the NH radical.77 A further selection of differentL levels
and MJ substates can be achieved by the use of a hexa
electric field. This kind of experiments like this were pe
formed by ter Meulenet al. for the OH radical.78 Collision
induced rotational energy transfer at higher rotational lev
within the electronic ground state have only been perform
for excited vibrational states (v.0)79 whereas similar ex-
periments for molecules in the vibrational ground state h
only been performed for excited electronic states where
example is the NH molecule.80–83 In summary, no state-to
state data are available for the most important chem
range ofJ states around several 100 K.

In the present work we present state-to-state rate c
stants for collision induced rotational energy transfer o
molecule in higherJ levels within the electronic and vibra
tional ground state for the first time. We use a preparat
technique which was already introduced in a previo
publication.84 This technique is based on two steps: In t
first step the molecules are generated in a metastable ex
state exclusively. In the second step~preparation! the elec-
tronic and vibrational ground state of the molecule is st
selectively populated by stimulated emission pumping. In
der to perform state-to-state studies of collision induced
tational energy transfer the previously prepared ground s
molecules can be probed at different delay times by la
induced fluorescence~LIF! spectroscopy. The LIF spectr
represent the population of all rotational states at differ
collision numbers. We use this preparation technique for
preparation of the NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radical where a
complete population inversion~100%! between the meta
stable NH(a 1D) state and the NH(X 3S2) state can be gen
erated in the UV photolysis of hydrazoic acid at a wav
length of 266 nm85–88where the NH(X 3S2)1N2 channel is
a spin forbidden process as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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II. EXPERIMENT

The general idea~Fig. 1! of the experiment is that in a
first step a strong population inversion between the me
stable excited NH(a 1D) state and the NH(X 3S2) state has
to be generated. If this inversion is achieved NH(X 3S2,v
50,J,N) ground state radicals can be prepared in a sec
step state selectively with respect to all quantum states
stimulated emission pumping~dump! using the strongly for-
bidden (DS51, DL52) NH(a 1D→X 3S2) intercombina-
tion transition. The preparation of the NH(X 3S2,v
50,J,N) is completely state resolved with respect to t
three spin componentsF1 , F2 , and F3 which implies that
also spin relaxation can be studied.

There are two processes which can destroy the neces
inversion. The radiative decay of NH(a 1D) and the effect of
quenching. We determined the radiative lifetimet of the free
NH(a 1D) radical in a previous experiment to bet'12.5 s.89

This value is much too high in order to destroy the invers
within a time period of 700 nanoseconds which is the tim
scale for the collision induced energy transfer at a typi
total pressure of about 1 kPa in the observation cham
Likewise, the quenching processes are not fast enoug
destroy the inversion on the relevant time scale either. Ty
cal quenching constants are listed in Table I. One recogn
that the rotational relaxation to be studied occurs clea
faster than the electronic quenching, the only exception
ing the quenching by the parent molecule HN3. However, in

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the three steps of the experiment@photolysis of
HN3 , state-selective preparation of NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals~dump!
and detection of the NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals with respect to all quan
tum states using laser induced fluorescence~LIF!#.

TABLE I. Quenching rate constants for the removal of NH(a 1D).

Collision partner kq/10211 cm3 s21 Ref.

He ,1024 111
N2 6.831023 111
O2 6.231023 111
H2 3.431021 111
HN3 1.23101 111
HF 7.331022 112
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6212 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 15, 15 October 2000 J. L. Rinnenthal and K.-H. Gericke
order to study NH–Ne collisions, the mixing ratio HN3:Ne is
set to 1:100 and at this mixing ratio the quenching by HN3 is
sufficiently low.

For the generation of the precursor of the NH radic
HN3, we used two different methods. The generation can
performed by heating a mixture of sodium azide, NaN3, and
stearic acid under vacuum conditions. At about 85 °C HN3 is
the only evolving gas and can be stored in a glass bulb
maximum pressure of about 1 kPa.90 This method supplies
HN3 in excellent purity. Alternatively, HN3 can be generated
by adding dropwise small amounts of phosphoric acid un
vacuum to NaN3. This method is much simpler to hand
and much faster but the generated HN3 is less pure. It is
polluted with phosphoric acid because of its vapor press
and with water. However, test measurements showed tha
purity of HN3 generated by this method is sufficient for o
purposes. The pressure in the glass bulb is monitored b
capacitance transducer~MKS Baratron 221AHS-D-100!. In
order to guarantee that NH–HN3 collisions are rare in com
parison to NH–Ne collisions and on one hand that the L
signal is sufficient on the other hand, the stored HN3 is di-
luted to a mixing ratio of HN3:Ne51:100 at total pressure
of 200 up to 2000 Pa in the observation chamber.

The vacuum system is realized by the use of an oil d
fusion pump which reaches a base pressure of ab
1022 Pa. A second capacitance pressure transducer~MKS
Baratron 221AHS-D-100! monitors the total pressure insid
the observation chamber.

The experimental setup concerning lasers and electro
is shown in Fig. 2. All three lasers are aligned parallel
each other. The photolysis laser beam and the probe b
are focused by a 500 mm lens from one side into the ob
vation chamber. The dump laser, which is counterpropa
ing the photolysis and the probe beams, is focused by a
mm lens because the transition probability of the NH(a 1D
→X 3S2) intercombination transition is very low. The foc
of the photolysis beam and the dump beam are most c
fully overlapped in order to force as many NH(a 1D) radi-
cals as possible into theX 3S2 state. The focus of the prob
laser beam (f 5500 mm) lies several cm beside the foci
both the photolysis and the dump laser beams. The detec
laser beam surrounds the photolysis and the dump beam
their focal region. Thus, the detection efficiency of the e
panding NH(X 3S2) cloud is maximized and the fly out o
the NH(X 3S2) radicals out of the probe laser beam can
neglected. All laser beams are guided through baffles into
observation chamber in order to reduce the influence of s
tered light.

The generation of NH(a 1D) ~first step! is performed by
a pulsed photodissociation of the parent molecule, HN3, by a
266 nm light pulse of 30 mJ which is generated by the fou
harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser~Continuum Surelite II-10!. At
this wavelength NH is exclusively produced in its first e
cited electronic state,a 1D. The nascent population distribu
tion of the vibrational levels is known to be (v50):(v
51):(v52)5(1):(0.3):(0.02).91 The mean rotational en
ergy of the nascent NH(a 1D,v50) is 700 cm21 whereas its
kinetic energy is 7040 cm21 what corresponds to a nasce
velocity of 3320 m/s.92 However, the relaxed velocity of a
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NH radical at a temperature of 300 K is about 700 m/s w
is considerably lower. Therefore caution must be used
rotational relaxation studies because the translational mo
of the NH radicals changes during the collisions that indu
a change of the rotational quantum numbers (J,N). Since the
scope of this work is the examination of collision induc
rotational energy transfer in absence of translational re
ation, it must be guaranteed that the translational relaxa
has already occurred before the ground state NH(X 3S2,v
50,J,N) radicals are prepared with the dump laser pul
This can easily be achieved by choosing the delay time
tween the photolysis laser pulse and the dump laser p
sufficiently long. However, if this delay time is chosen to
too long quenching of NH(a 1D) increases and influence
the detection signal. Since the translational relaxation
about 10 times faster than the rotational relaxation to
studied, we use a delay time of 50 ns between the photol
laser pulse and the dump laser pulse as the best comprom
This delay time is long enough for the relaxation of the tra
lational motion of the NH radical which exhibits a simila
mass like the atomic collision partner (mNH :mNe50.75).

The completely state-selective preparation of t
NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals ~second step! is performed
by stimulating the strongly forbidden intercombination tra

FIG. 2. Experimental setup.~TS5trigger suppressor, SHG5second har-
monic generator, FHG5fourth harmonic generator, HS5harmonic separa-
tor, OC5observation chamber, M5mirror, DM5dichroitic mirror, BS
5beam splitter, L5lens, MIC5microphone, PA5photoacoustic cell, PM
5photomultiplier, PD5photodiode.!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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sition NH(a 1D→X 3S2) which lies in the wavelength re
gion from 770 to 830 nm. A Nd:YAG pumped dye las
~Continuum YG 680, TDL 60, IRP! with a pulse width of
typically 7 ns supplies the desired wavelength of laser li
with an energy of 30 mJ per pulse. The laser dyes LDS
~760–800 nm! and LDS 821~795–840! are used with pro-
pylene carbonate and methanol as solvents.

The NH(a 1D→X 3S2) intercombination transition con
sists of nine branches which are denoted asDNDJ(J). DN
represents the change of the nuclear rotation quantum n
ber N andDJ represents the change in the total angular m
mentum quantum numberJ. Thus, the nine branches a
OP(J), PP(J), QP(J), PQ(J), QQ(J), RQ(J), QR(J),
RR(J), andSR(J).89 Figure 3 shows the complete resolve
spectrum of the NH(a 1D→X 3S2) intercombination transi-
tion. The branches are clearly separated by the change in
nuclear rotation quantum numberDN ~upper index!. All
branches of the (v850, v950) and (v851, v951) transi-
tions are assigned. TheS and theR branches are located o
the left side, theQ branches are located in the middle of t
spectrum and theP andO branches are located on the righ
hand side of the spectrum. In a previous experiment
showed that at a pulse energy of 30 mJ the NH(a 1D
→X 3S2) transition cannot be saturated completely89

Therefore, in order to prepare NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals
by stimulating the NH(a 1D→X 3S2) intercombination
transition the Ho¨nl-London factors102 are necessary to calcu
late the efficiency of the preparation. Figure 4 represen
plot of the Hönl-London factors dependent onJ. Not all
branches are suitable for a preparation of NH(X 3S2,v
50,J,N). For instance, the branchesQP(J), QQ(J), and
QR(J) are not completely separated with respect to th
wavelength. Thus, a completely state selective preparatio

FIG. 3. Completely resolved spectrum of the strongly forbidden NH(a 1D
→X 3S2) intercombination transition. The spectral resolution is 0.2 cm21

~FWHM! and the rotational temperature is 300 K. All nine branches of
spectrum,QP(J), PP(J), QP(J), PQ(J), QQ(J), RQ(J), QR(J), RR(J),
andSR(J), are assigned for the~0,0! and the~1,1! transitions. The spectrum
is obtained by scanning the dump laser wavelength. For a comparis
calculated spectrum is also shown. The delay time between the photo
laser pulse and the dump laser pulse was set to 100 ns whereas the
time between the dump laser pulse and the detection laser pulse was
500 ns. The total pressure in the observation chamber was 104 Pa at a mix-
ing ratio of Ne:HN3513105.
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NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) by using transitions of those branche
is not possible. For theOP(J) branch the Ho¨nl-London fac-
tors are too small, especially for lowJ values. Therefore, for
the preparation ofF1 levels, NH(X 3S2,v50,J5N11,N),
we usedRQ(J) lines, for the preparation of theF2 levels,
NH(X 3S2,v50,J5N,N), we used theRR(J) lines for low
J values and thePP(J) lines for highJ values. Finally, for
the preparation of theF3 levels, NH(X 3S2,v50,J5N
21,N), we used thePQ(J) lines. It is not possible to prepar
the level NH(X 3S2,v50,J50,N51) because no transition
is connected to that level. Also, the NH(X 3S2,v50,J
51,N52) level cannot be prepared state selectively. In fa
a transition for the preparation of that level exists, nam
the QR(1) line, but this line overlaps with theQP(3) line
what destroys the state selectivity. In total we prepared
following 16 levels:

F1 levels: ~J52,N51!,~J53,N52!,~J54,N53!,

~J55,N54!,

F2 levels: ~J51,N51!,~J52,N52!,~J53,N53!,

~J54,N54!,~J55,N55!,

~J56,N56!,~J57,N57!,

F3 levels: ~J52,N53!,~J53,N54!,~J54,N55!,

~J55,N56!,~J56,N57!.

In a third and last step the detection of th
NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals is performed after a certa
delay time using the strong NH(A 3P,v50←X 3S2,v50)
transition @radiative lifetimet5440615 ns106# with respect
to all quantum states. We recorded the spectra in the re
335.5–339 nm and used the branchesQ2(J), QP21(J),
QR23(J), QP32(J), Q3(J), OP12(J), OQ13(J),OP23(J),

e

a
sis
elay
t to

FIG. 4. Plot of the Ho¨nl–London factors as a function ofJ.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6214 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 15, 15 October 2000 J. L. Rinnenthal and K.-H. Gericke
P3(J), PQ23(J), P2(J), PR13(J), P1(J), PQ12(J) for the
population determination of the rotational levels. The desi
wavelength region is supplied by an excimer laser~Radiant
Dyes, RD-EXC-200! pumped dye laser~Lambda Physik, FL
3002! with a pulse energy of 2 mJ. The NH(A 3P,v50
←X 3S2,v50) spectra are recorded under saturated co
tions which simplifies the population determination beca
the Hönl-London factors are equal to 1 and the line inten
ties only depend on the degeneracies of the two invol
levels of a transition. The total fluorescence is monito
perpendicularly to all the laser beams throughf /1 optics and
an interference filter~330630 nm!. A boxcar integrator
~Stanford Research System, DG 535! registers, amplifies and
integrates the detected LIF signal. All lasers operate a
repetition rate of 10 Hz and are triggered via two coup
trigger generators, a master trigger generator~Stanford Re-
search System DG 535! and a slave trigger generator~home
built!. The boxcar integrator is triggered by the probe la
beam via a photodiode. Finally, a computer records the
perimental data for further processing.

In order to adjust the dump laser wavelength to a line
the NH(a 1D→X 3S2) transition that is suitable for the
preparation of the desired NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) quantum
state at least a weak LIF signal is necessary and therefor
probe laser beam has also to be adjusted to a suitable d
tion line of the NH(A 3P←X 3S2,v50,J,N) transition. To
adjust the detection laser beam to a suitable line the d
time between the photolysis laser beam and the probe l
beam is set to about 200ms the dump laser is turned off an
a total pressure of 3 kPa at a mixing ratio of HN3:Ne
51:100 is used to induce the generation of NH(X 3S2) via
quenching of NH(a 1D). By scanning the probe laser wav
length a completely relaxed spectrum of the NH(X 3S2) at
300 K can be recorded as shown in Fig. 5. When the de
tion laser is adjusted to a suitable line the total pressur
the observation chamber is set to 104 Pa at a mixing ratio of
HN3:Ne51:100000. The time delay between the photoly

FIG. 5. Spectrum of the NH(A 3P←X 3S2) transition which was obtained
by quenching of NH(a 1D). The delay time between the photolysis las
beam and the detection laser beam was set to 200ms at a total pressure of 3
kPa in the observation chamber. The mixing ratio was HN3:Ne51:100.
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and the dump pulse is set to 100–150 ns whereas the
delay between the dump pulse and the detection pulse is
to 300–500 ns. These experimental parameters are optim
record a spectrum of the NH(a 1D→X 3S2) transition by
scanning the dump wavelength. A spectrum which was
corded that way is shown in Fig. 3. According to this proc
dure it is easy to adjust the dump laser wavelength to a
that is suitable for the preparation of the desir
NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) quantum state in order to recor
NH(A 3P←X 3S2) detection spectra by scanning the pro
laser wavelength which contain information about the co
sion induced rotational relaxation of the NH(X 3S2,v
50,J,N) radicals. The experimental parameters have to
changed again: The delay time between the photolysis l
beam and the dump laser beam is set to 50 ns wherea
time delay between the dump laser beam and the probe
beam depends on the desired number of collisions an
usually set to 50–400 ns what is the most important ti
scale for the rotational relaxation phenomena at total p
sures of 200–2000 Pa.

At these experimental conditions there are several li
within the wavelength region of the NH(A 3P,v50
←X 3S2,v50) detection spectrum that do not belong
that transition. These are, for instance, lines of t
NH(A 3P,v51←X 3S2,v51) transition. These lines ap
pear mainly at higher delay times between the photoly
laser pulse and the probe laser pulse or at higher press
The reason for the appearance of these lines is the gener
of NH(A 3P,v51) via the quenching of NH(a 1D). In order
to avoid these lines in the detection spectrum we subtra
the NH(A 3P←X 3S2) detection spectrum which is ob
tained when the dump laser pulse is suppressed from
detection spectrum which is obtained when the dump la
pulse is present. The resulting spectrum contains only in
mation about the NH(X 3S2,v50) radicals which have ini-
tially been prepared with the dump laser pulse. In the exp
ment the two spectra were recorded in two separa
channels. In one channel we stored the spectrum with
dump laser pulse present whereas in the other channe
recorded the spectrum without the dump laser pulse. Ev
second pulse of the dump laser is suppressed by a tri
suppressor~see Fig. 2! that inhibits theQ switch of the dump
laser system. In addition, the trigger suppressor generat
signal for the computer to indicate in which channel the L
signal has to be stored. Figure 6 shows two screenshot
the oscilloscope~with and without the dump laser pulse!
where the laser pulses, the LIF signal and the gate can
seen.

Using that technique we recorded for every initially pr
pared quantum state several NH(A 3P,v50←X 3S2,v
50) detection spectra at different pressures and delay ti
between the dump laser pulse and the probe laser pu
From these spectra we extracted the population distributio
As an example, Fig. 7 shows three LIF spectra for th
different total pressures in the observation chamber and
corresponding extracted population distributions.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Population determination

In order to determine the rate constants for collision
duced transitions from the initial states NH(X 3S2,v
50,J,N) to the final states NH(X 3S2,v50,J8,N8) the time
dependent population profilesPJ8,N8

J,N (t) have to be deter-
mined. The populations of NH(X 3S2,v50,J8,N8) are ob-
tained from LIF spectra which are measured for several
lay times. In order to extract the population data from t
fluorescence spectra the line positions, i.e., the energie
the corresponding quantum states, and the line intens
~the transition probabilities! have to be known.

The NH LIF spectra which are used to extract the qu
tum state populations belong to the (A 3P←X 3S2) elec-
tronic transition. This transition allows a population determ
nation with respect to all quantum states. The NH(A 3P
←X 3S2) transition is already examined since 1893 and w
the subject of numerous investigations. A multitude of hi

FIG. 6. Two screenshots of the oscilloscope which show the LIF sig
which are obtained when the dump laser is suppressed by the trigger
pressor~above! and when the dump laser is present~below!. Channel 2
shows the dump laser pulse when it is present, channel 3 shows the
tolysis laser pulse, the detection laser pulse and the LIF signal. Fin
channel 4 shows the gate in which the LIF signal is integrated.
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accuracy experimental data is available today.93–98

The NH(A 3P) state is, especially for higher quantu
numbers, close to coupling case~b!, where coupling of the
electronic spin with the internuclear axis is very weak. Ho
ever, the electronic spin is coupled toN which represents the
total angular momentum apart from spin. The rotational s
states of the NH(A 3P) state are divided into the spin com
ponents F1 (J5N1S5N11), F2 (J5N) and F3 (J5N
2S5N21). The rotational levels in each spin compone
areL type doubled because ofLÞ0 (e/ f levels!. States with
the parity 1(21)J are denoted ase states whereas state
with the parity2(21)J are denoted asf states.99 Wave func-
tions of F1( f ), F2(e), andF3( f ) states are symmetric con
cerning a reflection by a plane which contains the molecu
axis (A8 states! whereas wave functions ofF1(e), F2( f ),
andF3(e) states are antisymmetric (A9 states!.100 The rota-
tional substates of the NH(X 3S2) state are also divided into
the three spin componentsF1 (J5N1S5N11), F2 (J
5N), and F3 (J5N2S5N21). However, in the case o
NH(X 3S2) N is equal to the nuclear angular momentu
because ofL50.

The electronic NH(A 3P←X 3S2) transition contain 27
branches~9 main branches and 18 satellite branches!. Every
branch represents a certain change of the total angular
mentum quantum numberJ and the quantum numberN. The
different branches are denoted asDJi 9(J9) for the main
branches andDNDJi 8,i 9(J9) for the satellite branches wher
DN5N82N9, DJ5J82J9 and i indicates the spin compo
nentFi( i 5N122J). Because of the fact that NH(A 3P) is
close to case~b!, which is valid even at low values of th
angular momentum quantum numberN, the following selec-
tion rules exist:101

DJ5J82J9521,0,11, ~1!

DN5N82N9521,0,11 ~only case b!, ~2!

DJ5DN ~only case b!, ~3!

2↔1. ~4!

If all selection rules are strictly valid there are only the
main branches. These arePP11(J9), QQ11(J9), RR11(J9),
PP22(J9), QQ22(J9), RR22(J9), PP33(J9), QQ33(J9),
RR33(J9) which are usually denoted asP1(J9), Q1(J9),
R1(J9), P2(J9), Q2(J9), R2(J9), P3(J9), Q3(J9), R3(J9).
Since NH(A 3P) is only close to case~b! the selection rules
~2! and ~3! are not strictly valid which is the reason for th
18 satellite branches. The change in the angular momen
quantum numberN by 23,22,21,0,11,12,13 is repre-
sented by the lettersN, O, P, Q, R, S, andT. ConcerningJ
only P, Q, andR branches exist@selection rule~1!#.

In order to calculate the LIF spectrum of the NH(A 3P
←X 3S2) transition it is assumed that the lines are of Gau
ian shape. The line shape of the detection laser line is
sumed to be Gaussian as well. Thus, a detected line is
resented by

I ~v !5I 0e24 ln 2~~v2v0! j Dv !2
, ~5!

whereDv is the full line width at half maximum~FWHM!.
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FIG. 7. Monitored and fitted NH(A 3P,v50←X 3S2,v50) LIF spectra of NH(X 3S2,v50) which are obtained by scanning the detection laser~left! and
the corresponding quantum state populations which are obtained by fitting the spectra~right!. The initially prepared quantum state is NH(X 3S2,v50,J
54,N55). The delay times between the photolysis laser pulse and the dump laser pulse and between the dump laser pulse and the detection la
both set to 50 ns. The mixing ratio is HN3:Ne51:100. The total pressure in the observation chamber in case~a! is 200 Pa what represents the nasce
situation. Only NH(X 3S2,v50,J54,N55) radicals are present~all lines originate from the singleF3(J54, N55) state!. In case~b! the total pressure in the
observation chamber is 1600 Pa. This represents the situation when the quantum state distribution is partly relaxed by collisions with Ne. In case~c! the total
pressure in the observation chamber is 3200 Pa where the quantum state distribution is almost completely relaxed to a Boltzmann distributio
temperature.
Downloaded 08 Jan 2002 to 134.169.41.178. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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For the calculation of the line positions the energy lev
of the rotational substates of NH(A 3P) and NH(X 3S2) are
taken from Ref. 97. The wavelength of each line of the
branches is given by subtracting the energies of the two
ergy levels corresponding to a considered line. The inten
I 0 of a line is given by the expression

I 05P~J8,N8!•FC~v8,v9!•
HL~J9,J8!

~2J911!
, ~6!

where P(J,N) is the population of the NH(X 3S2,v
50,J,N) state, FC(v8,v9) is the Franck–Condon factor for
transition betweenv8 ~vibrational state of the upper elec
tronic stateA 3P) andv9 ~vibrational state of the lower elec
tronic stateX 3S2) ~in our casev85v950) and HL(J9,J8)
is the Hönl-London factor of the transition. Expressions f
the Hönl-London factors of the NH(A 3P←X 3S2) transi-
tion are given in Refs. 102–105. The Franck–Condon fac
of the (v850, v950) transition is close to one.106 If, like in
our case, the detection laser is intense enough to saturat
transition, the line intensity factor HL(J9,J8)/(2J911) can
be replaced by the factor

gs5
g~J8!

g~J9!1g~J8!
, ~7!

where g(J8) and g(J9) are the degeneracies of the corr
sponding rotational substates of the NH(A 3P) and the
NH(X 3S2) state.

From here on we use the following nomenclature: (J,N)
represents a quantum state which initially has been prep
by the dump laser whereas (J8,N8) represents a quantum
state which is populated by collision induced transitions
of the initially prepared quantum state (J,N). In order to
determine the population distribution of NH(X 3S2,v
50,J8,N8) at a certain delay time between the dump la
pulse and the detection laser pulse, the corresponding s
trum is fitted by first calculating a complete spectrum
some start values for the populations of the (J8,N8) states
and then optimizing them iteratively while minimizing th
least squares sum of the calculated and the measured
trum. This is done for all measured spectra. Finally, the
tained population profilesPJ8,N8

J,N (t) for each (J8,N8) state
are modeled using smoothing spline functions.

B. Solving the master equation

An ensemble of NH ground state radicals which h
been prepared at timet0 by a dump laser pulse in a sing
NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) state evolves in time obeying a sy
tem of coupled differential equations~master equation! of
first order which can be written as
Downloaded 08 Jan 2002 to 134.169.41.178. Redistribution subject to A
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dPJ,N
J,N~ t !

dt
5@Ne#S (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

PJ8,N8
J,N

~ t !kNe
~J,N!←~J8,N8!

2PJ,N
J,N~ t ! (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

kNe
~J,N!→~J8,N8!D

1@HN3#S (
~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

PJ8,N8
J,N

~ t !kHN3

~J,N!←~J8,N8!

2PJ,N
J,N~ t ! (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!

kHN3

~J,N!→~J8,N8!D ~8!

for each single level~here for the initially populated one!.
PJ,N

J,N(t) is the population of the (J,N) state~lower index! at
time t for an initial preparation of the same state~upper in-
dex!. PJ8,N8

J,N (t) is the population of the (J8,N8) state at time

t for an initial preparation of the (J,N) state.kNe
(J,N)←(J8,N8) is

the rate constant for a transition from the (J8,N8) state to the
(J,N) state which is caused by a collision with Ne an

kNe
(J,N)→(J8,N8) vice versa.kHN3

(J,N)←(J8,N8) andkHN3

(J,N)→(J8,N8) are

the rate constants for HN3 as collision partner.@Ne# is the
concentration of the collision partner Ne whereas@HN3# is
the concentration of HN3, the precursor of NH. The sums g
over all states unequal to the prepared state. The first ter
one of the two brackets describes the increase of the po
lation of the (J,N) state by transitions from the neighborin
(J8,N8) states whereas the second term describes the
population of the (J,N) state, respectively. The coupling o
the equations is caused by thePJ8,N8

J,N (t). In order to predict
the time dependent populations of all statesPJ8,N8

J,N (t) consid-
ered, it is necessary to solve the master equation for gi
start conditions. These start conditions are the population
each single state at timet0 , PJ8,N8

J,N (t0), which are fixed with
a pulse of the dump laser in the experiment. Because
preparation of a single NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) state with a
dump laser pulse is completely state selective we obtain
well-defined start conditions:

PJ8,N8
J,N

~ t0!5d~J,N!,~J8,N8! , ~9!

where d (J,N),(J8,N8)51 if (J,N)5(J8,N8) and d (J,N),(J8,N8)

50 if (J,N)Þ(J8,N8).
For a solution of the master equation~8! the rate con-

stants kNe
(J,N)←(J8,N8) , kNe

(J,N)→(J8,N8) , kHN3

(J,N)←(J8,N8) , and

kHN3

(J,N)→(J8,N8) are needed. In the following the extraction

the rate constants from the experimental data is describe
In order to minimize the influence of HN3 on the relax-

ation process to be studied, HN3 is diluted in the experimen
to an appropriate mixing ratio of HN3:Ne5100. This justi-
fies the assumption@HN3#→0 which simplifies Eq.~8! dra-
matically assuming that only one collision partner, Ne,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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present. Therefore, we write in the followingkNe
(J,N)←(J8,N8)

5k(J,N)←(J8,N8), kNe
(J,N)→(J8,N8)5k(J,N)→(J8,N8), @Ne#5@C#

~where C stands for collision partner! and obtain

dPJ,N
J,N~ t !

dt
5@C#S (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

PJ8,N8
J,N

~ t !k~J,N!←~J8,N8!

2PJ,N
J,N~ t ! (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

k~J,N!→~J8,N8!D . ~10!

At time t0 when the dump laser prepares the initial st
(J,N) we have the special situationPJ,N

J,N(t0)51 and
PJ8,N8

J,N (t0)50. This simplifies Eq.~10! in the t't0 regime as
follows:

lim
t→t0

dPJ,N
J,N~ t !

dt
52 (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max dPJ8,N8
J,N

~ t0!

dt

52 (
~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

@C#k~J,N!→~J8,N8!. ~11!

Therefore, the rate constants can easily been written as

k~J,N!→~J8,N8!5
1

@C#

dPJ8,N8
J,N

~ t0!

dt
~12!

which represents an approximation only valid in thet't0

regime~and also at low pressures! wheredPJ8,N8
J,N (t0)/dt is

linear in t and only single collisions are considered.
However, reliable measurements at these conditions

difficult to realize because the populations of the sta
which are not initially populated, the (J8,N8) states, are very
low in the t't0 and low pressure regime. But low popul
tions cannot be measured with high accuracy because o
statistical noise of the spectra from which they are extrac
Therefore, much more information can be extracted if
experimental data are fitted not only slightly abovet't0

~single collision regime! but also in thet.t0 regime where
multiple collisions have to be considered.

In order to determine the rate constantsk(J,N)→(J8,N8)

and k(J,N)←(J8,N8) by fitting them to the experimental dat
@the time profiles of the (J8,N8) states,PJ8,N8

J,N (t)# in the t
.t0 regime it is advisable to convert the master equat
~10! into the integral form. The integrated form of Eq.~10! is
more stable against the noise of the experimental data
cause the statistical noise of the population profiles of
(J8,N8) states is averaged out by integration over timet.
Furthermore, on the left-hand side of Eq.~10! we have the
time derivation of a profile which of course is very sensiti
regarding the statistical noise of the experimental data. T
situation is illustrated in Fig. 8 where the statistical noise
the experimental data on the profilePJ,N

J,N(t) of a
NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) state which has been prepared at tim
t0 by a dump laser pulse is shown~middle part!. Also the
time derivativedPJ,N

J,N(t)/dt ~top! and the integration overt
BJ,N

J,N(t) ~bottom! of that profile are shown. One can reco
nize that the differentiation amplifies the statistical noise a
the integration reduces the statistical noise. The integra
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causes a purposely averaging of the noisy data. So, if
integrate Eq.~10! on both sides fromt0 to t we obtain

E
t0

t dPJ,N
J,N~ t !

dt
dt

5@C# (
~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max S k~J,N!←~J8,N8!E
t0

t

PJ8,N8
J,N

~ t !dt

2k~J,N!→~J8,N8!E
t0

t

PJ,N
J,N~ t !dtD . ~13!

With the definitions

E
t0

t

PJ8,N8
J,N

~ t !dt5I J8,N8
J,N

~ t ! and E
t0

t

PJ,N
J,N~ t !dt5I J,N

J,N~ t !

~14!

for the integrated profiles of the populations and

PJ,N
J,N~ t !2PJ,N

J,N~ t0!5BJ,N
J,N~ t ! ~15!

FIG. 8. Illustration of the effect of statistical noise of the experimental d
on the profilePJ,N

J,N(t) of a NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) state which has been pre
pared at timet0 by a dump laser pulse~middle part of the picture!, the
integrated profileBJ,N

J,N(t) ~below! and the time derivation of the profile
dPJ,N

J,N(t)/dt ~above!. The squares in the middle of the picture represe
typical experimental data of the time profilePJ,N

J,N(t), on the other hand, the
line graph in the middle of the picture represents the same data without
statistical moise. One can recognize that the time derivation of the exp
mental data ofPJ,N

J,N(t), dPJ,N
J,N(t)/dt ~squares above!, exhibits an amplified

statistical noise relative to the qualitative behavior of the noiseless cu
~line graph above!. However, the time integration of the experimental da
PJ,N

J,N(t), BJ,N
J,N(t) ~squares below!, results in a reduced statistical noise rel

tive to the qualitative behavior of the noiseless curve~line graph below!.

This shows that in order to fit the rate constants,k(J,N)→(J8,N8) and

k(J,N)←(J8,N8), it is advisable to convert the master equation~10! into the
integral form.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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for the integrated profile of the initially populated state w
can rewrite Eq.~13!:

BJ,N
J,N~ t !5@C# (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

~k~J,N!←~J8,N8!I J8,N8
J,N

~ t !

2k~J,N!→~J8,N8!I J,N
J,N~ t !!. ~16!

The rate constantk(J,N)→(J8,N8) andk(J,N)←(J8,N8) for the re-
verse reaction obey the microscopic reversibility relation107

which can be written as

k~J,N!→~J8,N8!5k~J,N!←~J8,N8!
gJ8,N8
gJ,N

e~EJ,N2EJ8,N8!/kT,

~17!

whereEJ,N andEJ8,N8 are the energies of the two involve
states (J,N) and (J8,N8). Equation~17! represents the fac
that for t@t0 the state population passes over to a Boltzma
distribution.

If we define the reversibility factor to be

RJ,N,J8,N85
gJ8,N8
gJ,N

e~EJ,N2EJ8,N8!/kT, ~18!

then we can replacek(J,N)←(J8,N8) in Eq. ~16! and obtain

BJ,N
J,N~ t !5@C# (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

k~J,N!→~J8,N8!

3~RJ8,N8,J,NI J8,N8
J,N

~ t !2I J,N
J,N~ t !!. ~19!

This equation does not contain the rate constant for the
verse reaction any more. Introducing the shortcut

RJ8,N8,J,NI J8,N8
J,N

~ t !2I J,N
J,N~ t !5DJ,N,J8,N8

J,N
~ t ! ~20!

we finally write

BJ,N
J,N~ t !52 (

~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!

BJ8,N8
J,N

~ t !

5@C# (
~J8,N8!Þ~J,N!

~J8,N8!max

k~J,N!→~J8,N8!DJ,N,J8,N8
J,N

~ t !.

~21!

In order to fit the rate constantsk(J,N)→(J8,N8) and implicitly
k(J,N)←(J8,N8) to the experimental dataPJ8,N8

J,N (t) in the t
.t0 regime where secondary collisions occur we use an
erative algorithm which works as follows.

1. Determination of start values

At first it is necessary to use some start values for
rate constants which later will be improved repetitively. W
obtain these start values from Eq.~21! by

k~J,N!→~J8,N8!5
2BJ8,N8

J,N
~ t !

@C#DJ,N,J8,N8
J,N

~ t !
~22!

for each initially prepared state (J,N). In principle it is also
possible to use Eq.~12! in the t't0 regime to obtain the star
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values, but expression~22! takes implicitly the reverse reac
tion into consideration and is therefore suitable for highet
in contrast to expression~12!. For states that have not bee
prepared directly by a laser pulse of the dump laser but
which the start values of the rate constants of the reve
transition can be obtained with Eq.~22! we used the revers
ibility relation ~17! to obtain the start values. The remainin
start values of rate constants which cannot be obtained
way are estimated by setting them to the value of a transi
for which similar values are expected.

2. Calculation of new values for the B J8,N8
J ,N

„t …

Now one has to recalculate the values for theBJ8,N8
J,N (t)

with Eq. ~16! for all preparedJ,N with the use of the values
of the rate constantsk(J,N)→(J8,N8) and k(J,N)←(J8,N8). The
recalculation leads to valuesBJ8,N8,cal

J,N (t) which differ from
the old ones because they reflect the current values of
rate constants. Because of the fact that the current rate
stants are not the optimal ones, theBJ8,N8,cal

J,N (t) are either
overestimated or underestimated. For that reason one n
improved values of the rate constants.

3. Improvement of the rate constants k(J,N) \(J8,N8)

In order to improve the values of the rate consta
k(J,N)→(J8,N8) we use the ratio ofBJ8,N8

J,N (t)/BJ8,N8,cal
J,N (t)

which represents the degree of correction if one assumes
most of the population of the (J8,N8) states comes directly
from the initial prepared state (J,N). Thus, the expression

knew
~J,N!→~J8,N8!5k~J,N!→~J8,N8!

BJ8,N8
J,N

~ t !

BJ8,N8,cal
J,N

~ t !
~23!

generates the new values for the rate constants for all
paredJ,N.

4. Calculation of the least squares sum

To monitor the convergence of the rate constants an
have a stop criterion for the iteration the least squares sum
the difference between theBJ8,N8,cal

J,N (t) andBJ8,N8
J,N (t) has to

be calculated as a sum over all initially prepared sta
(J,N):

Q~ t !new5 (
~J,N!Þ~J8,N8!

~BJ8,N8
J,N

~ t !2BJ8,N8,cal
J,N

~ t !!2. ~24!

Q(t) is the value that has to be minimal.

5. Definition of the break off criterion

The iteration is continued until the change in the value
Q(t), DQ(t), is negligible. Therefore we define a conve
gence limit Qlimit . If DQ(t).Qlimit we continue with~2!
otherwise the fit has finished. The valueQlimit has to be cho-
sen such that the iteration breaks off after convergence
been achieved. Typically 5–10 iterations are enough
achieve convergence.

In order to generate population profiles which can
integrated continuously all experimental population profi
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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are modeled with smoothing spline functions. All integra
are calculated using the Romberg integration method.
calculations are realized in aC program.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Generally, we find a propensity for transitions to t
neighboring quantum states. In these transitions either
nuclear rotation quantum numberN is changed by61 or the
index of the spin componenti is changed by61. Transitions
which change the nuclear rotation quantum numberN or the
index of the spin componenti by more than61 are not
effective. For transitions which change the nuclear rotat
quantum number we find that transitions which increase
nuclear rotation quantum numberN by 1 are more effective
than transitions which decrease it by 1. Transitions wh
occur between highJ states are less effective than transitio
between lowJ states.

The complete set of state-to-state rate constants d
mined in this experiment is presented in Tables II–IX. F
better clearness the (J,N) states are denoted as (N,Fi) states
wherei 5N122J. The initially prepared (N,Fi) states are
marked by ‘‘* ’’ and the rate constants for collision induce
transitions into all other states are determined directly
fitting them in the master equation. States which are in
cated by a ‘‘–’’ sign represent initial states which have n
been prepared in the experiment. In this case the rate
stants for the collision induced transitions to all other sta
are calculated indirectly as described previously. The ac
racy of the values was determined to be 0.
310211cm3 molecule21 s21 by a linear fit in thet't0 re-
gime using Eq.~12!. The values for NH(X 3S2,v50,J
53,N53) differ from our previously published values84 be-
cause in this work a more accurate data analysis which
cludes the effect of multiple collisions is performed.

In the last row of each table the total rate constant
collision induced transitions out of the initial level is liste
~the decrease of the initially prepared state!, which represents
the sum over all other rate constants. Figure 9 represen

TABLE II. State-to-state rate constants in units
10211 cm3 molecule21 s21, for collision induced transitions. The accuracy
0.08310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The ‘‘* ’’ sign indicates initial levels
which have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate cons
with such an initial level are determined directly. The ‘‘–’’ sign indicat
initial levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate c
stants with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last r
contains the sum of all rate constants which originate from the consid
level indicated with a ‘‘* ’’ or a ‘‘–’’ sign.

Initial N50, F1 rate constants
N F1 F2 F3

0 –
1 1.82 0.85 0.33
2 1.20 0.14 0.10
3 0.24 0.14 0.23
4 0.02 0.02 0.36
5 0.00 0.00 0.04
6 0.00 0.01 0.04
7 0.00 0.00 0.02
8 0.00 0.00 0.00

Sk55.56
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plot of these total rate constants for theF1 , F2 , and F3

levels as initial levels dependent on the initial nuclear ro
tion quantum numberN. Also shown are the means of th
total rate constants forF1 , F2 , F3 states as initial states, i.e
the mean total rate constants. One recognizes that, apart
the variations, the total rate constant decreases with incr
ing N. This can be seen very clearly for the mean total r
constants. But also if the total rate constants are separ
into F1 , F2 , and F3 levels as initial levels this trend is
visible. The total rate constants withF1 levels as initial lev-
els have the strongest decrease withN if we look at the slope,
D(Sk)/DN, of a linear regression fit (D(Sk)/DN
521.63) followed by the rate constants wit
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TABLE III. State-to-state rate constants in units o
10211 cm3 molecule21 s21, for collision induced transitions. The accuracy
0.08310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The ‘‘* ’’ sign indicates initial levels
which have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate cons
with such an initial level are determined directly. The ‘‘–’’ sign indicate
initial levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate c
stants with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last r
contains the sum of all rate constants which originate from the consid
level indicated with a ‘‘* ’’ or a ‘‘–’’ sign.

N

Initial N51 rate constants

Initial N51, F1 Initial N51, F2 Initial N51, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 1.27 1.00 1.16
1 * 3.05 4.37 4.29 * 1.16 2.17 3.45 –
2 1.86 0.24 0.20 0.87 1.22 0.75 2.26 1.59 1.1
3 1.57 0.28 0.05 0.61 1.29 0.16 2.36 0.66 0.9
4 0.08 0.28 0.01 0.02 0.35 0.02 0.05 0.70 0.5
5 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.25 0.1
6 0.02 0.21 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.0
7 0.23 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.42 0.0
8 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0

Sk513.96 Sk511.84 Sk518.81

TABLE IV. State-to-state rate constants in units
10211 cm3 molecule21 s21, for collision induced transitions. The accuracy
0.08310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The ‘‘* ’’ sign indicates initial levels
which have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate cons
with such an initial level are determined directly. The ‘‘–’’ sign indicate
initial levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate c
stants with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last r
contains the sum of all rate constants which originate from the consid
level indicated with a ‘‘* ’’ or a ‘‘–’’ sign.

N

Initial N52 rate constants

Initial N52, F1 Initial N52, F2 Initial N52, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.82 0.14 0.17
1 1.62 0.27 0.44 0.40 1.54 0.44 0.44 1.02 0.5
2 * 4.34 0.17 6.18 * 2.39 0.41 3.96 –
3 2.82 0.80 0.15 0.36 1.44 0.66 0.10 0.32 0.3
4 0.17 0.29 0.73 0.23 0.07 0.00 0.20 0.01 0.3
5 0.05 0.02 0.42 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.0
6 0.26 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.3
7 0.10 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.0
8 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0

Sk513.58 Sk514.05 Sk58.15
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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F3 (D(Sk)/DN521.34) andF2 (D(Sk)/DN520.47) lev-
els as initial level. Here the total rate constant for theN
50,F1) level as initial level is not taken into consideratio
because the situation for this rate constant is different.
value of this constant is essential lower because of the
that the (N50,F2) state for which the strongest transitio
probability would be expected does not exist. The reason
the decrease of the total rate constants with increasingN is
the increase of the energy spacing between the neighbo
rotational levels and the typical strong dependence of
transferred energy in a collision.108

The mean total rate constant for transitions withF1 lev-
els as initial levels iskF1→X59.76, that forF2 levels as

TABLE V. State-to-state rate constants in units
10211 cm3 molecule21 s21, for collision induced transitions. The accuracy
0.08310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The ‘‘* ’’ sign indicates initial levels
which have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate cons
with such an initial level are determined directly. The ‘‘–’’ sign indicat
initial levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate c
stants with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last r
contains the sum of all rate constants which originate from the consid
level indicated with a ‘‘* ’’ or a ‘‘–’’ sign.

N

Initial N53 rate constants

Initial N53, F1 Initial N53, F2 Initial N53, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.21 0.16 0.36
1 0.29 0.34 0.58 0.25 0.19 0.21 0.41 0.42 0.4
2 3.04 0.30 0.05 0.67 1.23 0.22 1.50 1.06 0.3
3 * 3.46 0.17 3.10 * 2.00 0.36 4.13 *
4 1.86 0.43 0.25 0.31 0.89 1.02 0.42 0.41 0.8
5 0.09 0.05 0.00 0.03 0.30 0.16 0.41 0.09 0.2
6 0.36 0.26 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.0
7 0.20 0.00 0.28 0.06 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.04 0.0
8 0.09 0.35 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.0

Sk512.66 Sk510.95 Sk511.58

TABLE VI. State-to-state rate constants in units
10211 cm3 molecule21 s21, for collision induced transitions. The accuracy
0.08310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The ‘‘* ’’ sign indicates initial levels
which have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate cons
with such an initial level are determined directly. The ‘‘–’’ sign indicat
initial levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate c
stants with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last r
contains the sum of all rate constants which originate from the consid
level indicated with a ‘‘* ’’ or a ‘‘–’’ sign.

N

Initial N54 rate constants

Initial N54, F1 Initial N54, F2 Initial N54, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.03 0.04 0.74
1 0.29 0.12 0.02 0.24 0.09 0.32 0.27 0.20 0.3
2 0.81 0.24 0.16 0.52 0.20 0.01 0.28 0.28 0.4
3 1.98 0.28 0.15 0.51 1.17 0.11 1.34 1.51 1.2
4 * 1.77 0.17 1.39 * 2.75 0.21 4.32 *
5 1.61 1.16 0.08 0.12 1.10 0.25 0.28 0.21 0.6
6 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.07 0.46 0.02 0.0
7 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.1
8 0.09 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.0

Sk59.07 Sk59.07 Sk512.95
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initial levels iskF2→X511.14 and that forF3 levels as initial
levels iskF3→X510.8 @also here the total rate constant wi
the (N50,F1) level as initial level is not taken into consid
eration#. The mean rate constant forF2 levels as initial levels
is the strongest. The reason for this, as we see later, is
fact that in most cases the collision induced transitions wh
change the spin component by61 are the most effective
collisions. But only transitions which originate from aF2

level have two possibilities for such a transition. Transitio
which originate from aF1 level or aF3 level have only one
possibility for such a transition.

If we look at the single state-to-state rate consta
~Tables II–IX! we realize that the largest values that can
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TABLE VII. State-to-state rate constants in units o
10211 cm3 molecule21 s21, for collision induced transitions. The accuracy
0.08310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The ‘‘* ’’ sign indicates initial levels
which have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate cons
with such an initial level are determined directly. The ‘‘–’’ sign indicate
initial levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate c
stants with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last r
contains the sum of all rate constants which originate from the consid
level indicated with a ‘‘* ’’ or a ‘‘–’’ sign.

N

Initial N55 rate constants

Initial N55, F1 Initial N55, F2 Initial N55, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.00 0.01 0.15
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.13 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.1
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.09 0.01 0.15 0.03 0.0
3 0.24 0.08 0.64 0.33 0.57 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.4
4 2.97 0.19 0.33 0.26 1.53 0.19 0.07 0.18 1.2
5 – 1.29 0.00 1.53 * 3.63 0.00 2.60 *
6 0.85 0.11 0.07 1.07 1.08 0.28 0.02 0.15 0.9
7 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.52 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.0
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.0

Sk57.15 Sk511.7 Sk56.41

TABLE VIII. State-to-state rate constants in units o
10211 cm3 molecule21 s21, for collision induced transitions. The accuracy
0.08310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The ‘‘* ’’ sign indicates initial levels
which have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate cons
with such an initial level are determined directly. The ‘‘–’’ sign indicate
initial levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate c
stants with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last r
contains the sum of all rate constants which originate from the consid
level indicated with a ‘‘* ’’ or a ‘‘–’’ sign.

N

Initial N56 rate constants

Initial N56, F1 Initial N56, F2 Initial N56, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.00 0.03 0.03
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.17 0.00 0.02 0.1
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.3
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.10 1.5
4 0.14 0.06 1.20 0.16 0.78 0.08 0.06 0.14 1.6
5 1.87 1.98 0.04 0.27 1.73 0.42 0.21 0.64 1.7
6 – 0.99 0.05 1.15 * 4.57 0.06 3.79 *
7 0.27 0.10 0.00 0.41 0.27 0.72 0.01 0.01 1.0
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.0

Sk56.7 Sk511.21 Sk512.71
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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found are between neighboring levels. These are the
constants where the nuclear angular momentum does
change and the spin componentFi changes with a value o
D i 561. If the spin component changes with a value ofD i
562 the rate constant is much lower. For collision induc
transitions which occur within the same spin component
observe a regular behavior like it is found in many oth
experiments described in the literature.109 The transitions be-
tween neighboring levels have the largest values. Thus
find the following ‘‘propensities’’

DN50, D i 561, ~25!

DN561, D i 50. ~26!

Figure 10 represents a plot of the collision induced sta
to-state rate constants for transitions between neighbo
levels dependent on the initialN value. The initial levels in
this case are the levels within theF1 spin component. The
general trend that the transition efficiency decreases with
creasingN holds what supports the strong transition ef
ciency dependence onDE. For the same reason the trans

TABLE IX. State-to-state rate constants in units
10211 cm3 molecule21 s21, for collision induced transitions. The accuracy
0.08310211 cm3 molecule21 s21. The ‘‘* ’’ sign indicates initial levels
which have been prepared in the experiment. All state-to-state rate cons
with such an initial level are determined directly. The ‘‘–’’ sign indicat
initial levels which have not been prepared in the experiment. All rate c
stants with such an initial level are determined indirectly. The last r
contains the sum of all rate constants which originate from the consid
level indicated with a ‘‘* ’’ or a ‘‘–’’ sign.

N

Initial N57 rate constants

Initial N57, F1 Initial N57, F2 Initial N57, F3

F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3

0 0.00 0.00 0.04
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.1
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.67 0.0
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.0
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.0
5 2.19 0.15 0.11 0.00 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.15 0.1
6 0.70 0.93 0.02 0.29 1.68 0.57 0.01 0.08 1.3
7 – 1.07 0.02 1.22 * 3.41 0.03 1.41 *
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.22 0.79 0.00 0.06 0.7

Sk55.19 Sk59.13 Sk54.97

FIG. 9. Plot of the sum over all rate constants out of the (N,F1), (N,F2),
and (N,F3) states depending on the initial nuclear rotation quantum nu
ber N.
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tions (F1→F1 ,N→N21) are more effective than th
transitions (F1→F1 ,N→N11) except forN,3. For quan-
tum numbersN.3 the transitions (F1→F1 ,N→N21) are
the most effective transitions except forN57 where (F1

→F2 ,N→N) transitions are slightly more effective. How
ever, for low values of the quantum numberN (N,4) the
transitions (F1→F2 ,N→N) are most effective in energy
transfer process exceptN51 where the transition (F1

→F3 ,N→N) is the most effective one. ForN.1 the (F1

→F3 ,N→N) energy transfer exhibits the lowest efficienc
It does not obey the propensity rules.

In principle, the same observations are made forF2 ~Fig.
11! and F3 ~Fig. 12!. If we look at transitions which origi-
nate from the spin componentF2 ~Fig. 11! we find that for
low N values (N,4) the transitions (F2→F1 ,N→N) are
the most effective ones. ForN.3 the transitions (F2

→F3 ,N→N) are the most effective ones. The transitio
(F2→F2 ,N→N21) and (F2→F2 ,N→N11) are less ef-
fective except forN.5. For these two transitions we fin
that theDN511 transition is less effective than theDN
521 transition. For the transitions which have anF3 level
as the initial level~Fig. 12! we can clearly recognize that th
transition with the highest efficiency is the transition (F3
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FIG. 10. State-to-state rate constants of collision induced transitions w
F1 level as the initial level and a neighboring level as the final level depe
ing on the initial nuclear rotation quantum numberN.

FIG. 11. State-to-state rate constants of collision induced transitions w
F2 level as the initial level and a neighboring level as the final level depe
ing on the initial nuclear rotation quantum numberN.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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→F2,N→N). This fact holds for all initialN. The transition
with the lowest transition probability is the transition (F3

→F1 ,N→N) which does not obey the propensity rules. F
nally, the transitions (F3→F3 ,N→N21) are more effective
than the transition (F3→F3 ,N→N11) except forN53.

Previously, Dagdigian used a crossed beam apparatu
determine the relative cross sections for transitions out of
NH(X 3S2,v50,J51,N50) state by collisions with argon
at a collision energy of 410 cm21.80 Because of the fact tha
argon is a structureless target this state-to-state cross sec
should be qualitatively comparable to the state-to-state
constants we obtained. In fact the qualitative result is
same. Transitions to the (N51,F1) level are the most effec
tive transitions. The efficiency decreases with increasingN
and the efficiency of transitions into levels which change
spin component more than 1 unit are ineffective. The res
of Dagdigian are therefore in agreement with our obser
tions and support our propensity rules.

Table X represents the state-to-state rate constants
result if only the nuclear rotation quantum numberN is con-
sidered. The values are obtained by calculating the m
value concerning the three initial states (N,F1), (N,F2), and
(N,F3) and calculating the sum over the three final sta
(N8,F1), (N8,F2), (N8,F3). One recognizes a strong depe
dency on the change of the nuclear rotation quantum num

FIG. 12. State-to-state rate constants of collision induced transitions w
F3 level as the initial level and a neighboring level as the final level depe
ing on the initial nuclear rotation quantum numberN.

TABLE X. State-to-state rate constants in units of 10211 cm3 molecule21 s1,
for collision induced transitions only considering the nuclear rotation qu
tum numberN.

Final
stateN

Initial quantum stateN

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 – 1.14 0.38 0.24 0.27 0.05 0.02 0.01
1 3.00 – 2.23 1.04 0.62 0.16 0.14 0.12
2 1.44 3.37 – 2.80 0.98 0.06 0.53 0.29
3 0.61 2.62 2.33 – 2.77 0.84 0.63 0.05
4 0.40 0.76 0.67 2.15 – 2.31 1.41 0.04
5 0.04 0.15 0.22 0.46 1.82 – 2.98 0.94
6 0.05 0.14 0.21 0.70 0.23 1.52 – 1.86
7 0.02 0.24 0.05 0.23 0.10 0.34 0.95 –
8 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.17 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.7
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N. This again implies a strong dependency on the amoun
the transferred energyDE. In order to quantify the depen
dency on the value of the transferred energy,DE, we use a
special two parameter version~for vibrationally elastic
collisions!110 of the well-known scaling law, called the
energy-gap law~EGL!. The inelastic state-to-state collisio
rate constant can therefore be expressed by

kN→N8
EGL

5a~2N811!e~bDE/kT! ~27!

with DE5uEN82ENu. We divide both sides by the standa
rate constantk0510211cm23 molecule21 s21. Now we can
write

lnS kN→N8
EGL

k0~2N811!
D 5 lnS a

k0
D2bS DE

kT D ~28!

in order to perform a linear fit to our experimental data. T
results of the fit are listed in Table XI which also contai
the fit results for separately fitting the data for every sin
initial quantum numberN. A plot of the linear fit is presented
in Fig. 13. One recognizes that the general shape of the
perimentally determined values obeys this linear represe
tion of the rate constants dependent from the transferred
ergy in an inelastic collision. In order to examine the detai
energy dependence for every single initial quantum num
N we performed these linear fits for every single initial qua
tum numberN. Figure 14 shows the plots of the linear fits fo
separate initialN. One can recognize that in spite of the fa
that the fitting parametersa and b vary the linear behavior
holds for every single fit.

V. CONCLUSION

We examined the state-to-state rotational energy tran
of the collision system NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N)1Ne. A new
preparation technique for the state selective preparation
the ground state NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals84 is used.
This technique is based on two steps. In the first step a str
population inversion between the NH(X 3S2) ground state
and the metastable excited NH(a 1D) state ~t'12.5 s! is
generated by the photolysis of HN3 at a wavelength of 266
nm where no NH(X 3S2) ground state radicals are pro
duced. In the second step NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals are
prepared state-selectively via stimulating the strongly forb
den NH(a 1D,v50→X 3S2,v50) intercombination transi-
tion around 794 nm. The initially state-selectively prepar
NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) radicals are detected with laser in
duced fluorescence~LIF! in a third step after certain dela
times and at certain total pressures in the observation ch
ber when first collisions have occurred. With this techniq

a
-

-

TABLE XI. Energy-gap law~EGL! parameters for collision induced tran
sitions between differentN states.a in units of 10211 cm3 molecule21 s21. b
is dimensionless.

Initial N 0–7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

a 0.5 0.53 0.80 0.62 0.48 0.95 1.49 0.32 0.1
Da 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.1
b 1.13 1.54 1.27 1.41 0.92 1.56 0.45 0.62 0.4
Db 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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it was possible to examine state-to-state energy transfe
ground state NH(X 3S2,v50,J,N) for higherN levels than
N50,1 for the first time.

Series of LIF spectra were recorded and fitted in orde

FIG. 13. Logarithmic energy-gap law~EGL! plot of (N→0,1,...,8) transi-
tions. The straight line represents the linear fit that results in the obta
EGL constants. The plot shows that the energy-gap law describes the
dependence of rate constants from the transferred energy.
Downloaded 08 Jan 2002 to 134.169.41.178. Redistribution subject to A
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determine the population distributions at different collisi
numbers. The population data were modeled using smo
ing spline functions and state-to-state rate constants were
culated by iterative algorithm that integrates the populat
profiles.

The calculated rate constants imply the propensity ru

DN50, D i 561 and DN561, D i 50.

In most of the cases the transitions which change the s
component by a value of61 and conserve the nuclear rot
tion quantum numberN are the most effective collisions.

The obtained rate constants qualitatively agree w
those obtained in a crossed beam experiment for the low
rotational level.

The (N→N8) rate constants, which represent the ra
constants that are obtained if only the change in the nuc
rotation quantum number is considered, were extracted f
the state-to-state rate constants by calculating the mean v
concerning the three initial spin components and calcula
the sum over the three final spin components. The deta
dependence of the (N→N8) rate constants from the trans
ferred energy is examined by fitting the experimental data

d
oss
al

FIG. 14. Logarithmic energy-gap law~EGL! plots of
(N→0,1,...,8) transitions separated for different initi
N.
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a special two parameter energy-gap law~EGL! for vibra-
tionally elastic collisions.110 EGL parameters for every singl
initial quantum numberN are calculated. In spite of the fac
that the EGL parameters are different for every initial qua
tum numberN and that the resolved state-to-state rate c
stants (J,N→J8N8) from which the (N→N8) rate constants
are calculated vary tremendously, the EGL is found to
scribe the values of the rate constants which means tha
behavior of the rate constants concerning the transferred
ergy and implicitly the quantum numberN is found to be
regular.
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